A great part of the mathematical foundations of topological quantum computation is given by the theory of modular categories which provides a description of the topological phases of matter such as anyon systems. In the near future the anyonic engineering will provide the anyonic devices from which the topological quantum computers will be constructed. From other side the string anyons are interesting topological phases of matter which can be described using mathematical constructions such as Frobenius algebras and open-closed string topological quantum field theories which are based on cobordism categories. Recently was proposed that is possible to obtain representations of cobordism categories using modular categories. In the present work, the modular categories resulting as representations of the 3-dimensional bordism 2-category are used with the aim to construct a new model of topological quantum computation. Such new model is named "Sanyon Topological Quantum Computation" and it is is theoretically performed by evolving non-abelian string-anyons (sanyons) using the Loop Braid Group and the open-closed cobordism category. The output of the computation uniquely depends on how the sanyons have been braided by the Loop Braid Group and operated by the generators of the cobordism category. Small disturbances do not unravel the loop braids and the cobordisms, making the computation resistant to errors and decoherence.
INTRODUCTION
In a topological quantum computer [1, 2] the quantum information is encoded and processed using the so called topological quantum bits. The Hilbert space associated with the quantum states of a topological qubit is a non-local functional structure and for this reason the topological quantum bits are intrinsically protected against the decoherence. One possible physical implementation of a topological qubit is reached using the so called Majorana fermion zero modes corresponding to superconducting nanowires with strong spin-orbit couplings. Recently was proposed that a network of coupled superconducting nanowires with Majorana fermion zero modes is able to support a powerful class of topological non-Abelian particle named genon [3, 4] . The braiding of such genons provide topological quantum gates which are universal. The standard genom is a particle without extension. In this paper we consider a string genon or sgenon for which the braiding is mathematically performed using the Loop Braid Group [5, 6, 7] and the open-closed cobordism category [8, 9] .
The open-closed cobordism category is studied using the notion of Frobenius algebra. In the next section the basic facts about monoidal categories, Frobenius algebras and their implementation using automatic theorem provers are ( (right @ (multo @ X @ one)) = X ) )). thf(axio2C,axiom,(! [X: c, Y: c] :
The corresponding output generated by LeoII is % END OF SYSTEM OUTPUT % RESULT: SOT_KytOVn -LEO-II---1.6.2 says Theorem -CPU = 0.02 WC = 0.06 % OUTPUT: SOT_KytOVn -LEO-II---1.6.2 says CNFRefutation -CPU = 0.02 WC = 0.07
The Frobenius algebras in a generic symmetric monoidal category satisfy the so called pentagon identity given by (0.1) or equivalently by
The pentagon identity (0.1) or (0.2) is codified in the automatic theorem prover Leo II using the following commands
We are using the TPTP thf language with the following specifications thf(alpha_decl,type,(alpha: $aaxa > $axaa)). thf(invalpha_decl,type,(invalpha: $axaa > $aaxa )). thf(mu_decl,type,(mu: $aa > $a )). thf(muid_decl,type,(muid: $aaxa > $aa )). thf(idmu_decl,type,(idmu: $axaa > $aa )). thf(id_decl,type,(id: $a > $a )).
The Frobenius algebras in a generic symmetric monoidal category satisfy the so called co-pentagon identity given by (0. 3) or equivalently by
The pentagon identity (0.3) or (0.4) is codified in the automatic theorem prover Leo II using the following commands thf(axio4,axiom,(! [X: $a] : ( (iddelta @ (delta @ X) ) = (alpha @ (deltaid @ (delta @ X)) ) ) )).
We are using the TPTP thf language with the following specifications thf(delta_decl,type,(delta: $a > $aa )). thf(deltaid_decl,type,(deltaid: $aa > $aaxa )). thf(iddelta_decl,type,(iddelta: $aa > $axaa )).
The Frobenius algebras in a generic symmetric monoidal category satisfy the so called triangle identity given by (0.5) or equivalently by
The triangle identity (0.5) or (0.6)- (07) is codified in the automatic theorem prover Leo II using the following commands
( (rho @ X) = (mu @ (ideta @ X ) ) ) )).
We are using the TPTP thf language with the following specifications thf(eta_decl,type,(eta: $i > $a )). thf(etaid_decl,type,(etaid: $ja > $aa )). thf(ideta_decl,type,(ideta: $ai > $aa )). thf(lamb_decl,type,(lamb: $ja > $a )). thf(rho_decl,type,(rho: $ai > $a )).
The Frobenius algebras in a generic symmetric monoidal category satisfy the so called co-triangle identity given by (0.8) or equivalently by
The co-triangle identity (0.. 8) 
( (idepsilon @ (delta @ X) ) = (invrho @ X ) ) )).
Now, in a braided monoidal category the following equation is satisfied:
or equivalently
The equation ( 
)). The corresponding directed acyclic graph generated using IDV from the proof given by Leo II is showed at the following figure Also, in a braided monoidal category the following equation is satisfied (0.13) or equivalently
(0.14)
The equation (0.13) or (0.14) is proved simultaneously by Isabelle-HOT, Leo II using the following code thf(c_type,type,(c: $tType )). thf(cc_type,type,(cc: $tType )). thf(braid_decl,type,(braid: cc > cc )). thf(up_decl,type,(up: c > c )). thf(down_decl,type,(down: c > c )). thf(invbraid_decl,type,(invbraid: cc > cc )). thf(iden_decl,type,(iden: c > c )). ( ( 
With 
Finally, in a braided monoidal category it is possible to prove the Yang-Baxter equation (0.17) using the following code thf(c_type,type,(c: $tType )). thf(cc_type,type,(cc: $tType )). thf(ccxc_type,type,(ccxc: $tType )). thf(cxcc_type,type,(cxcc: $tType )). thf(alpha_decl,type,(alpha: ccxc > cxcc )). thf(invalpha_decl,type,(invalpha: cxcc > ccxc )). thf(braid_decl,type,(braid: cc > cc )). thf(up_decl,type,(up: c > c )). thf(down_decl,type,(down: c > c )). thf(up1_decl,type,(up1: cc > cc )). thf(down1_decl,type,(down1: cc > cc )). thf(invbraid_decl,type,(invbraid: cc > cc )). thf(braid1_decl,type,(braid1: cxcc > ccxc )). thf(braid2_decl,type,(braid2: ccxc > cxcc )). thf(iden_decl,type,(iden: c > c )). thf(multo_decl,type,(multo: c > c > cc )). thf(multo1_decl,type,(multo1: cc > c > ccxc )). thf(multo2_decl,type,(multo2: c > cc > cxcc )). thf(multm_decl,type,(multm: (c > c) > (c > c ) > (cc > cc ) )). thf(multm1_decl,type,(multm1: (cc > cc) > (c > c ) > (ccxc > ccxc ) )). thf(multm2_decl,type,(multm2: (c > c) > (cc > cc ) > (cxcc > cxcc ) )). thf(axio0,axiom,(![X:c]:( (iden @ X) = (X) ))). thf(axio0A,axiom,(![X:c]:( (down @ (down @ X )) = (X) ))). thf(axio0B,axiom,(![X:c]:( (up @ (up @ X )) = (X) ))).
thf(axio0C,axiom,(![X:c, F:c > c]: ( (F @ (up @ X)) = (up @ (F @ X)) ))). thf(axio0D,axiom,(![X:c, F:c > c]:
( (F @ (down @ X)) = (down @ (F @ X)) ))). (
The corresponding directed acyclic graph generated using IDV from the proof given by Leo II is showed at the following figure
QUANTUM MODEL FOR KHOVANOV HOMOLOGY FOR TANGLES
A possible quantum model of Khovanov homology for tangles [2] will be build using super-symmetric string theory [13, 14] . The r-th cohomology group of the tangle complex C :=
[[T ]] ,Z , is denoted by H r (C) . Assuming that Z is an
Euler-filtered open-closed String Topological Quantum Field Theory, then it is known that the filtration F * on the tangle complex C induces a filtration on each homology group according to [8] ( 1) where (2) Such filtration defines a bigrading on the tangle homology given by then it is known that the filtered Poincaré polynomial of the tangle complex C given by (7) is an invariant of the tangle T. Such invariant is called the 2-variable tangle polynomial and it satisfies (8) Now we find a quantum expression for (7) , which is able to mimic a string topological quantum computer for the computation of the tangle polynomial in Khovanov homology for tangles. We look for an expression which has the form of a generalized Witten index given by [13, 14] (9)
The equation (9) is interpreted as the index of the Dirac-Ramond operator in the associated supersymmetric string theory. P is a generalization of the world sheet momentum operator defined as (10) For the generalized Witten index given by (9) it is possible to write the following path integral (11) Now we study under which conditions (11) is a string topological quantum computer with the ability to compute the tangle polynomial (7) in the Khovanov homology for tangles. With this aim we introduce the following axioms which are connecting superstring theory with Khovanov homology for tangles.
Axioms: Given that
is an holological state for a given tangle in the Lauda formulation; or it is a supersymmetric state for a certain supersymmetric string quantum system in the Witten formulation, we introduce the following axioms for the quantum model of the Khovanov homology for tangles: (12) (13) (14) (15)
where U : C(T)  C(T), is a unitary transformation in the Khovanov homology for the tangle T.
From the axioms that were introduced we derive the following propositions in Khovanov homology for tangles:
Proposition 2.
Proof:
Proof: 
We consider (20) as a stringy topological quantum computer which is able to compute the tangle polynomial in the Khovanov homology for tangles introduced by Lauda. In the next section we will consider the particular case of a openclosed stringy topological quantum computer which is able to compute the relevant Frobenius algebras via cobordisms.
We conclude this section with a preliminary simulation of a simple open-closed string topological quantum computer based on qubits made up of non-Abelian string anyons with Majorana modes, resulting from adding topological lattice defects as genons to the Abelian phase of the Kitaev honeycomb model. We obtain a computation of the tangle polynomials for the following tangle : This theorem is proved using the ATP Leo II, using TPTP thf with the following code thf(alpha_decl,type,(alpha: $aaxa > $axaa)). thf(invalpha_decl,type,(invalpha: $axaa > $aaxa )). thf(mu_decl,type,(mu: $aa > $a )). thf(eta_decl,type,(eta: $i > $a )). thf(muid_decl,type,(muid: $aaxa > $aa )). thf(idmu_decl,type,(idmu: $axaa > $aa )). thf(etaid_decl,type,(etaid: $ja > $aa )). thf(ideta_decl,type,(ideta: $ai > $aa )). thf(lamb_decl,type,(lamb: $ja > $a )). thf(rho_decl,type,(rho: $ai > $a )). thf(delta_decl,type,(delta: $a > $aa )). thf(deltaid_decl,type,(deltaid: $aa > $aaxa )). thf(iddelta_decl,type,(iddelta: $aa > $axaa )). thf(epsilon_decl,type,(epsilon: $a > $i )). thf(invlamb_decl,type,(invlamb: $a > $ja )). thf(invrho_decl,type,(invrho: $a > $ai )). thf(epsilonid_decl,type,(epsilonid: $aa > $ja )). thf(idepsilon_decl,type,(idepsilon: $aa > $ai )). thf(id_decl,type,(id: $a > $a )). thf(beta1_decl,type,( beta1: $a > $ai )). thf(beta2_decl,type,(beta2: $a > $ja )). thf(invbeta1_decl,type,(invbeta1: $ai > $a )). thf(invbeta2_decl,type,(invbeta2: $ja > $a )). thf(axio1,axiom,(! [X: $ja] :
( (lamb @ X) = (mu @ (etaid @ X ) ) ) )). thf(axio2,axiom,(! [X: $ai] :
( (rho @ X) = (mu @ (ideta @ X ) ) ) )). thf(axio3,axiom,(! [X: $aaxa] :
( (mu @ (idmu @ (alpha @ X)) ) = (mu @ (muid @ X) ) ) )). thf(axio4,axiom,(! [X: $a] :
( (iddelta @ (delta @ X) ) = (alpha @ (deltaid @ (delta @ X)) ) ) )). thf(axio5,axiom,(! [X: $a] :
( (epsilonid @ (delta @ X) ) = (invlamb @ X ) ) )). thf(axio6,axiom,(! [X: $a] :
( (idepsilon @ (delta @ X) ) = (invrho @ X ) ) )). thf(axio7,axiom,(! [X: $aa] :
( (muid @ (invalpha @ (iddelta @ X)) ) = (delta @ (mu @ X)) ) )). thf(axio8,axiom,(! [X: $aa] :
( (idmu @ (alpha @ (deltaid @ X)) ) = (delta @ (mu @ X)) ) )). thf(axio9,axiom,(! [X: $a] :
( (mu @ (ideta @ (beta1 @ X)) ) = (id @ X) ) )). thf(axio10,axiom,(! [X: $a] :
( (mu @ (etaid @ (beta2 @ X)) ) = (id @ X) ) )). thf(axio11,axiom,(! [X: $a] :
( (invbeta1 @ (idepsilon @ (delta @ X)) ) = (id @ X) ) )). thf(axio12,axiom,(! [X: $a] :
( (invbeta2 @ (epsilonid @ (delta @ X)) ) = (id @ X) ) )). thf(axio13,axiom,(! [X: $a] :
( (id @ (id @ X) ) = (id @ X) ) )). thf(axio14,axiom,(! [X: $a] :
( (delta @ (id @ X) ) = (delta @ X) ) )). thf(conj,conjecture,(! [X: $ja] :
( (idepsilon @ (idmu @ (alpha @ (deltaid @ (etaid @ X))) ) ) = (idepsilon @ (delta @ (mu @ (etaid @ X)))) ) )). thf(conj2,conjecture,(! [X: $a] :
( (invbeta1 @ (idepsilon @ (delta @ (mu @ (etaid @ (beta2 @ X)))) ) ) = (id @ X) ) )). thf(conj3,conjecture,(! [X: $ai] :
( (epsilonid @ (muid @ (invalpha @ (iddelta @ (ideta @ X))) ) ) = (epsilonid @ (delta @ (mu @ (ideta @ X)))) ) )). thf(conj4,conjecture,(! [X: $a] :
( (invbeta2 @ (epsilonid @ (delta @ (mu @ (ideta @ (beta1 @ X)))) ) ) = (id @ X) ) )).
